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In this article we prove that Robertson’s Conjecture is false by using analytical 
methods. We assume that the conjecture is true and deduce a contradiction. 
Thereby we use the theory of Stirling polynomials and Bernoulli numbers. 0 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the generating function G(z), and the associated polynomials 
{4(x, Y)}, defined by 
for various complex values of x and y, where we have put 
u(z; x) =x In 
l+z 
( ) - 1-z. 
Following Fran& [ 1 ] we put 
d”(X, Y) = k UY) Xi> (3) 
i=O 
where the coefficients { & ( y )} are non-zero only if i and n are of the same 
parity. 
Robertson’s Conjecture may then be formulated: 
Conjecture. All the coefficients {d,i(i)} are non-negative. 
In [l] Fran&n disproved Robertson’s Conjecture by means of explicit 
counterexamples. Here we will use an analytical technique, based on 
Stirling polynomials and Bernoulli numbers, to disprove the Conjecture. 
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2. PREREQUISITES AND DEFINITIONS 
We need the following definition. The Stirling polynomials {$Jx)} are 
defined by means of the-generating function - - - 
t 
(-1 
x+1 
er- 1 
=1+(x+1) f l+&(X)(-l)V; (tl < 271. 
k=l 
Fran& [ 11 proved the important identity 
d,,(Y)=(-l)“-‘2”Y~,~,(-Y-l); n 2 1, do,(Y) = 1, 
which we will use with y = i. 
The polynomials {$k(x)} satisfy a useful functional equation, viz. 
(X+2)$k(X+1)=(X+1)$k-I(X)+(X-k) tikcX); k> 1. 
Next we consider the power series expansions 
((1 -e-‘)/t)- . ‘I* From (4) and (5) we obtain 
- l/2 
=l+ f bktk; 
k=l 
and 
= 1 + f b;tk; b; = $+hk 
k=l 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
of (t/(e’- 1)))“’ and 
k> 1. 
(7) 
A-+I, k> 1. (8) 
x = - 2 inserted in (6) yields after some manipulations (cf. (7) and (8)) 
(-l)kbi+1=bk-(3+2k)bk+,. (9) 
We now have all the prerequisites to disprove Robertson’s Conjecture. 
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Using (7) and (8) we obtain 
f (bk+(-1)*+1b;+,)tk=;[(e,~‘;),,2&I]. 
k=O 
From (9) we obtain the important relation 
t 0 112 e’- 1 e’= f (1 +2k) bktk; b,= 1, bX=+$), k>l. (10) k=O 
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Before proceeding we put 
c,:=(l+2k)bk and g,:= .f ckc,-k. 
k=O 
Then we square (10) and obtain 
f xnr”=& t e*‘= t(er- 1)+2t+- 
,, = 0 e’- 1’ 
We now compare the coefficients of corresponding powers of t in (11). This 
yields 
i g2”=&+(&q!; B 1 1 n> 1, go= 3 1, (12) 
g 2n+l =o!; n>l, g,=-. 2 
From the theory of the Riemann Zeta function we need the following 
relation 
B,, (27~)~” 
l<r(2n)=(--l)“-1(Zn)!.~’ Vn31. 
We especially note 
B 4n<- 2 
(4n)! (271)4n’ 
We find 
B 1 2 
g4n=(4i;! + (4n- I)!’ --+ 
1 
(2n)4” (4n- I)!<’ 
for n $ N. 
This is the contradiction we have been looking for. It follows that 
b /kk(;) 
k 2k 
cannot be positive for every k. Indeed for k = 13 we have b,3 < 0 as found 
by Fran&n [ 11. 
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